“Orange” parking lots/garages

Health Professions Building
(1225 Center Dr, Gainesville FL 32611)
(stop here first for parking pass!)
Arriving from the North:
• Follow I-75S to Exit 384 (Archer Road)
• Turn left onto Archer Road, travel 3 miles to Center Drive
• Turn left onto Center Drive, travel 0.25 miles to a traffic circle on the right
• Arrive at 1225 Center Dr (Health Professions/HPNP Building)

Arriving from the South:
• Follow I-75N to Exit 384 (Archer Road)
• Turn right onto Archer Road, travel 3 miles to Center Drive
• Turn left onto Center Drive, travel 0.25 miles to a traffic circle on the right
• Arrive at 1225 Center Dr (Health Professions/HPNP Building)

Arriving from the West:
• Follow Florida 24 (Archer Road) to Center Drive on UF Campus
• Turn left onto Center Drive, travel 0.25 miles to a traffic circle on the right
• Arrive at 1225 Center Dr (Health Professions/HPNP Building)

Arriving from the East:
• Follow Florida 24 (East University Avenue) to SW 13th Street
• Turn left onto SW 13th St, travel 0.75 miles to Archer Road
• Turn right on Archer Road, travel 0.25 miles to Center Drive
• Turn right onto Center Drive, travel 0.25 miles to a traffic circle on the right
• Arrive at 1225 Center Dr (Health Professions/HPNP Building)

Directions to:
Health Professions (HPNP) Building
1225 Center Dr, Gainesville FL 32611